Turonic PH950 - Hepa Air Purifiers for Home w/Humidifier, Large Room Air
Cleaner up to 2500 Sq Ft, 8-Stage Purification w/True Hepa 13 Filter, UV-C Light &
Ionizer, Smart Auto Mode, Wi-Fi Control








Premium Air Cleansing - Create a clean and fresh atmosphere in any large
room with a PH950 HEPA air purifier for home. Powerful air purifier to cleanse
up to 2500 sq ft/2 h, 1875 sq ft/1.5 h, and 1250 sq ft/h.
Advanced 8-Stage Air Purification – Сapture pet dander, smoke, dust, odors,
and allergens from your place. PH950 is built with a mesh prefilter, cotton filter,
true HEPA filter air purifier, activated carbon and cold catalyst filter, as well as
a humidifier, UV light, and air ionizer.
Moisturizing Humidifier – Find the optimal level of humidity with a humidifier air
purifier combo. Complete with water-cleaning balls for rich moisture.
Smart Auto Mode – Switch to an 8-speed auto mode for seamless air refining
at a low from 36 dB. Contains an ambient light sensor for silence in darkness.
Essential Features – Control the smart air cleaner through a built with a touch
panel, wi-fi app or remote. Includes a 12-h timer, filter health indicator, air
quality display, and child lock.

Turonic PH950 – Hepa Air Purifiers for Home w/Humidifier.

KEY FEATURES
- 8-Stage Purification - Crafted with 5 air filters including True HEPA 13, activated
carbon, cold catalyst, cotton filter, and mesh prefilter. Also includes a humidifier, UV
light, and ionizer.
- Moisturizing Humidifier - Purifies air while maintaining a comfortable level of
humidity. Keeps furniture + surfaces dry.
- Smart Auto Mode - Auto mode with a laser sensor to detect pollution levels and
regulate through 8 different speeds in response to air quality.
- Silent Operation - Light sensor to turn the device to sleep mode in darkness. The low
mode operates at just 36 dB.
- UV-C Light and Ionizer - Negative air ionizer and UV-C light to help maintain optimal
air quality.
- LED Indicator & Replaceable Filters - Built-in filter quality indicator to identify when
filters need replaced.
- Smart Device Compatibility - Pairs with Apple, Android, and other smart devices
through a real-time application. Built to adjust levels and various settings.

SPECIFICATIONS
Filtration: 8 stage Purification System
Cultivated area: up to 1250 sq ft every hour. Сleans up to 2500 sq ft in two hours
Speed modes: 8
Power: 95W
Noise: from 35 dB
Features: Air quality indication, Ambient light sensor, Smoke sensor, Filter health
indication, Auto mode, Wi-Fi control via app

WHAT’S IN THE BOX
- PH950 air purifier
- Mesh pre-filter
- HEPA combination filter (HEPA filter + antibacterial cotton filter)
- Carbon combination filter (activated carbon + cold catalyst filter)
- Water tank with humidification filter and antibacterial balls
- Remote control
- User Manual
Purify your home or office today with the Turonic PH950!
NOTE: Manufacturer reserves the right to change the package contents along with the
product upgrade. To learn the actual information regarding the package contents,
please check IN THE BOX section.

Seller Warranty Description
1-YEAR WARRANTY & 30-DAY RETURNS makes this a zero-risk purchase.
For California Residents Only
Warning - Cancer and Reproductive Harm – P65Warnings ca gov.
Please, turn your attention to Turonic PH950 is not a medical device. Not intended to
diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease or health condition.

